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Introduction 

 

The Common Core Curriculum is all about designing units of instruction around the task 

analysis of essential reading, writing and mathematics skills from kindergarten through 

twelfth grade that will prepare students to be successful in our 21st century world.  

Embedded in the writing and reading portions of these skills are research and technology 

skills.  To clarify the research and technology skills OSPI has focused the implementation 

of these skills under goals 7 through 9 of the writing skills of the Common Core 

Curriculum. 

 

The teaching of reading and writing skills is not just limited to the English department 

but rather these skills are taught throughout our K-12 system through every academic 

discipline.  However, OSPI has singled out four departments (e.g., English, history, 

science and technology) under which these skills and therefore, research and technology 

skills are to be taught.  This doesn’t mean other disciplines don’t teach these skills, but 

rather the reading, writing, research and technology skills they teach should complement 

the skills being taught in these four disciplines. 

 

Information about GPHS’s current research projects building wide has been collected 

over the last three months.  Using this data will give all academic departments a starting 

discussion point for analyzing the types of research currently being conducted in their 

departments, and what changes they may make when planning Common Core 

Curriculum lessons that incorporate these skills. 

 

Analysis 

 

Current research projects taught at GPHS are scattered throughout the curriculum without 

any structure in developing students’ research and technology skills.  Only four courses 

which are taught by multiple teachers (e.g., Focus – careers, Washington State History’s 

Class Base Assessment on Railroads, all Health research assignments, and the senior 

project) assign the same research and technology projects.  The 10th grade health 

curriculum conducts six research assignments in a semester.  These health research 

assignments vary from reports to original research, individual to group assignments, use 

of multiple mediums, and use multiple types of technology.  The rest of the research 

projects assigned by the staff at GPHS are random within the framework the District’s 9-

12 curriculum. 

 

At this time, about half of our English and history teachers are assigning research projects 

in their classes.  The science department has reported only one research assignment given 

in the department but based on their usage in the LMC there should be more science 

research projects listed the matrix.  Within the last three months I’ve had one science 

teacher use the LMC for three classroom assignments (two of them research assignments) 

and neither of these assignments have been reported to me by the department.  Technical 

subjects at GPHS conduct a wide variety of research projects in several of their courses.   
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When analyzing the research matrix there are large gaps within each of the four curricular 

areas the Common Core Curriculum expects research and technology skills to be taught.  

There are very few opportunities for students to expand their research and technology 

skills from ninth through twelfth grade.  Unless a student has Mr. Morgan for 

Washington State history and Mr. Parker for U.S. History there is a good chance a 

student will go through GPHS without conducting research projects in all four grade 

levels.   

 

Teaching students how to research and students using a wide variety of mediums in their 

research is currently limited by who they have as a teacher.  The vast majority of research 

is conducted using the web, or by giving students the specific web sites they need to 

complete the assignment.   Students have limited exposure to using other mediums of 

information and in using non-fiction books to collect research notes for their research 

assignments.  Though students have research assignments expecting them to go through 

the entire research process and use most mediums of information they tend to limit their 

research to web sources and rarely do them take the time to analyze the information they 

found on the web. 

 

Research assignments currently assigned at GPHS produce a wide variety of media 

products and have a good mix of individual and group research assignments.  Teachers 

who assign research products for their students have them write various types of essays, 

or teachers ask their students to combine their oral reports with PowerPoint or Prezi 

presentations.  Several products produced by students include posters, tri-folds, and/or 

dioramas.  A few teachers also offer students the option of creating short videos for their 

final project.   

 

Current research assignments at GPHS tend to be research reports.  Our students are 

spending a lot of their time looking for “the right answer” to place in their essays or other 

medium products.  There is only one short research assignment given where students are 

actually asked to create new knowledge on a topic. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The Common Core Curriculum Research matrix developed during the first semester is a 

starting point for your departments to use as you develop common core lessons over the 

next two years.  This matrix will be updated as departments develop their common core 

lessons with embedded research and technology skills.  By the end of the 2015-2016 

school-year this matrix should look completely different as it does today. 

 

In preparing students for college and the workplace the common core expects students to 

conduct several short research assignments and sustained (long) research assignments in 

each course.  This does not mean all these assignments need to be full blown research 

projects, nor do they all have to take place in the library.  Many of these assignments can 

be one or two day assignments conducted in the classroom or as homework assignments.  

In addition, they may also only cover part of the research process.  However, at some 
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point they should have a long term research assignment that covers the entire research 

process in a course. 

 

Students attending GPHS have been conducting research assignments since elementary 

school.  In the 1990s at Totem Falls there was a third grade teacher whose students 

conducted original research which produced written essays creating new knowledge in 

their subject area.  As you vertically plan your 9-12 common core lessons in your 

department not only should you look at teaching advanced subject skills as our students 

move from one grade to another but also you need to expand their research and 

technology skills at each grade level. 

 

The matrix also allows you to see what research assignments are being conducted in other 

departments.  This should allow your department to piggy back on projects being taught 

in other disciplines.  Not only can your lessons reinforce the research skills being taught 

by other departments, but you may wish to start discussions with other department chairs 

to see what research and technology skills each department can be responsible for 

teaching to our students.  The teaching of research and technology skills is not the sole 

responsibility of a single department, but rather its part of our entire curriculum. 

 

There are times when having students conduct research reports is an appropriate lesson to 

give to your class.  However, GPHS students are not writing enough research papers, nor 

producing new knowledge from their research.  As your department develops research 

assignments the questions students should be exploring should go beyond looking for a 

specific correct answer that can be found on the Internet.  The questions they should be 

exploring should force them to use problem-solving skills, critical thinking skills, and 

analyzing, synthesizing and evaluating information skills.  A key life-long skill in our 21st 

century world is the ability to create new knowledge from the vast array of information at 

our finger tips. 

 

Lastly, your department should continue looking at the types of research products your 

students produce in your classrooms.  GPHS does a good job at mixing its students’ 

research products, but there are many other Web 2.0 products students can use to express 

the results of their work.  Within a month GPHS will have wireless technology available 

for students to use with their own technology devices.  The passing of the technology 

levy will open new opportunities over the next five years.  Part of the money in the 

technology levy is to develop new technology in the classrooms.  As your department 

develops your common core lessons you will want to think about what technologies you 

need at school.  If GPHS doesn’t have the technology then we can ask Eran to help with 

purchasing the technology you need for your department. 

 

 


